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Abstract

The combined effect of turbulent transport and radioactive decay on the distribution of
222Rn and its progeny in convective atmospheric boundary layers (CBL) is investigated.
Large eddy simulation is used to simulate their dispersion in steady state CBL and in
unsteady conditions represented by the growth of a CBL within a pre-existing reservoir5

layer.
The exact decomposition of the concentration and flux budget equations under

steady state conditions allowed us to determine which processes are responsible for
the vertical distribution of 222Rn and its progeny. Their mean concentrations are directly
correlated with their half-life, e.g. 222Rn and 210Pb are the most abundant whereas10
218Po show the lowest concentrations. 222Rn flux decreases linearly with height and
its flux budget is similar to the one of inert emitted scalar, i.e., a balance between on
the one hand the gradient and the buoyancy production terms, and on the other hand
the pressure and dissipation at smaller scales which tends to destroy the fluxes. While
222Rn exhibits the typical bottom-up behavior, the maximum flux location of the daugh-15

ters is moving upwards while their rank in the 222Rn progeny is increasing leading to
a typical top-down behavior for 210Pb. We also found that 222Rn short-lived daughters,
e.g. 218Po and 214Pb, have relevant radioactive decaying contributions acting as flux
sources leading to deviations from the linear flux shape. In addition, while analyzing
the vertical distribution of the radioactive decay contributions to the concentrations,20

e.g. the decaying zone, we found a discrepancy in height of 222Rn daughters’ radioac-
tive transformations.

Under unsteady conditions, the same behaviors reported under steady state condi-
tions are found: deviation of the fluxes from the linear shape for 218Po, enhanced dis-
crepancy in height of the radioactive transformation contributions for all the daughters.25

In addition, 222Rn and its progeny concentrations collapse due to the rapid growth of
the CBL. The analysis emphasizes the crucial role of turbulent transport in the behavior
of 222Rn morning concentrations, in particular the ventilation at the top of the boundary
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layer that leads to the dilution of 222Rn by mixing with radon low concentration air.

1 Introduction

222Rn is a natural radioactive compound with a half-life of 3.8 days. Its noble gas
nature makes it a suitable tracer in studies of atmospheric boundary layers (Pors-
tendörfer, 1994). Ground-based measurements and vertical distributions of 222Rn and5

its daughters have been extensively studied in the past, e.g., to characterize the tur-
bulent properties of the ABL, to perform regional and global circulation model bench-
marking and to estimate regional surface fluxes of air pollutant and in particular climate-
sensitive compounds. For a review on the use of 222Rn observations in atmospheric
sciences see Zahorowski et al. (2004). Several authors (Larson et al., 1972; Lopez10

et al., 1974; Polian et al., 1986; Gaudry et al., 1990; Ramonet et al., 1996; Vinod Ku-
mar et al., 1999) have shown that the study of the behavior of radon and its progeny
is of great importance for air pollutant and greenhouse gases transport modeling. In
particular, 222Rn is often used to calibrate and validate transport models (Genthon and
Armengaud, 1995; Li and Chang, 1996; Jacob et al., 1997; Stockwell et al., 1998;15

Dentener et al., 1999).
The correlation between ground level radon concentrations and meteorological con-

ditions in the lower atmosphere has been investigated in various occasions (e.g.,
Moses et al., 1963; Pearson and Moses, 1966; Ikebe, 1970; Druilhet and Fontan,
1973a,b; Beck and Gogolak, 1979; Robé et al., 1992; Kataoka et al., 2001; Gal-20

marini, 2006) including the relationship with the atmospheric stability (e.g., Wilken-
ing, 1970; Guedalia et al., 1974; Fontan et al., 1979; Guedalia et al., 1980; Fujinami
and Esaka, 1987; 1988; Kataoka et al., 1998; Sesana et al., 1998). It has also been
used to investigate transport processes such as convection (Mahowald et al., 1997;
Stockwell et al., 1998; Sesana et al., 2006), diurnal variability (Jacob and Prather, 1990;25

Kataoka et al., 1998), and synoptic variability of the ABL (Allen et al., 1996). However
only few studies have addressed the vertical dispersion of radon and its daughters.
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For instance, Ikebe and Shimo (1972), Druilhet and Fontan (1973a,b) and Butterweck
et al. (1994) estimated the vertical turbulent diffusivity from 220Rn measurement pro-
files, Jacobi and Andre (1963) and Beck and Gogolak (1979) evaluated the radon and
its daughter products concentration profiles using a local gradient formulation for the
fluxes assuming eddy diffusivities to be equal to eddy conductivity. Lopez et al. (1974)5

and (Guedalia et al., 1973, 1974) used aircraft data to extract information on the verti-
cal transport while Vinod Kumar et al. (1999) used Wangara field experiment data set
(Clarke et al., 1971) to analyze their model results.

Some of the radon radionuclides and their short-lived daughters have been used
to study the turbulent diffusion process since they have half-lives of the same order10

of magnitude of the turnover time of the convective boundary layer (CBL). While the
so-called long lived species are well mixed and the vertical flux profiles follow a linear
shape (Wyngaard, 1985), the short-lived compound fluxes deviate from the inert lin-
ear profile. In this respect, accurate modeling requires a better understanding of how
turbulence affects the dispersion of 222Rn and its progeny in atmospheric boundary15

layers. The scales associated with turbulent motions range from the Kolmogorov dissi-
pation scale (on the order of a millimeter) to the boundary layer depth (on the order of a
kilometer). The largest eddies are responsible for the turbulent transport of the scalars
and momentum whereas the smallest ones are mainly dissipative. Thus, realistic nu-
merical experiments of the atmospheric boundary layer require the use of large-eddy20

simulation (LES) that allows to explicitly solve relevant turbulent scales.
Previous LES studies have shown that the turbulent mixing can control the concen-

tration and the distribution of reacting scalars in the CBL (Schumann, 1989; Sykes
et al., 1994; Gao and Wesely, 1994; Verver et al., 1997; Molemaker and Vilà-Guerau
de Arellano, 1998; Petersen et al., 1999; Petersen, 2000; Petersen and Holtslag, 1999;25

Krol et al., 2000; Patton et al., 2001; Vinuesa and Vilà-Guerau de Arellano, 2003; Vin-
uesa and Vilà-Guerau de Arellano, 2005). However, these studies have been mostly
restricted to moderately fast reacting flows involving a second-order and/or a first or-
der reaction. In particular, Vinuesa and Vilà-Guerau de Arellano (2003) performed a
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budget analysis of the fluxes and (co-)variances for second-order reacting scalars in a
steady-state CBL. A key and novel aspect of this work is to extend the analysis to a
chain of decaying species with a wide range of half-lives. Every new species decays
with a timescale that varies from one to another. Its concentration will depend on its
own decay but also on the decay of its mother. Thus the distribution of the new species5

will be affected by the mixing of the previous one in the chain.
To our knowledge, no study so far has analyzed the turbulent transport of 222Rn

short-lived daughters in a CBL in a such comprehensive manner. We perform a com-
plete analysis of the vertical distribution, reactivity and turbulent transport of 222Rn and
its progeny under convective conditions. In order to account for all the relevant scales of10

the atmospheric boundary layer, we use LES to explicitly calculate the different terms
of the concentration budget equations. The CBL analyzed here is considered under
steady and unsteady conditions i.e. a fully developed CBL and a CBL growing within
the reservoir layer resulting from the collapse of previous daytime CBL. In addition to
the explicit calculation of the different contributions to concentration budget equations,15

the study under steady state conditions allows to perform a full budget analysis of the
turbulent transport, i.e. the fluxes, and so to identify the driving process of 222Rn and
its progeny concentration behavior. The analysis of the unsteady boundary layer aims
at understanding the exchanges between the reservoir and the mixed layer while the
boundary layer is deepening and so the turbulent timescale is increasing. In addition,20

the behavior of decaying species in this transient part of the day has never been studied
before.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Sect. 2, we present the chemical system
of the 222Rn radioactive decaying chain together with the theoretical basis for concen-
tration and flux budget decompositions. The numerical simulation specifications and25

the turbulent reacting flow classification are presented in Sect. 3. The vertical distri-
bution, the reactivity and the transport by turbulence of 222Rn and its daughters in the
case of the steady-state CBL are analyzed in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, the results obtained
under unsteady conditions are discussed. Finally, a summary is presented and conclu-
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sions are drawn in the last section.

2 222Rn decaying chain

We consider the radioactive decay chain of 222Rn that reads:

222Rn
λ0→ 218Po

λ1→ 214Pb
λ2→ 214Bi

λ3→ 210Pb, (1)

where λ0, λ1, λ2 and λ3 are the decay frequencies equal to 2.11×10−6, 3.80×10−3,5

4.31×10−4, and 5.08×10−4 s−1, respectively. Note that we consider a direct transfor-
mation of 214Bi into 210Pb since the half-life of 214Po (daughter of 214Bi) is very short
(164 µs). Also we consider 210Pb, that has a half-life of 22.3 years, as an inert scalar
with respect to the temporal scales considered here. To increase readability, 222Rn and
its progeny will also be referred to as Si where i is the rank of the daughter in the decay10

chain from here on, e.g. S0 and S4 stand for 222Rn and 210Pb, respectively.
In the planetary boundary layer, under horizontally homogeneous conditions with

no mean wind and neglecting the transport due to molecular diffusion, the temporal
evolution of the mean concentrations Si of a radionuclide reads

∂Si

∂t
= −

∂wsi
∂z

+ RSi
(2)15

where the horizontal averages are denoted both by capital letters and overbars
whereas the fluctuations of the variables around the horizontal average value are rep-
resented by lower case letters. For the chain (1), the radioactive source/sink terms RSi
are

RS0
= −λ0 S0, (3)20

RS1
= λ0 S0 − λ1 S1, (4)

RS2
= λ1 S1 − λ2 S2, (5)
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RS3
= λ2 S2 − λ3 S3, (6)

RS4
= λ3 S3. (7)

The vertical scalar flux budget equation reads

∂wsi
∂t

= −w2
∂Si

∂z︸ ︷︷ ︸
G

+
g
Θ0

θsi︸ ︷︷ ︸
B

−
∂w2si
∂z︸ ︷︷ ︸
T

− si
∂π
∂z︸ ︷︷ ︸
P

− si
∂τ3j

∂xj
− w

∂〈u′′
j s

′′
i 〉

∂xj︸ ︷︷ ︸
D

+Rwsi︸︷︷︸
CH

, (8)

5

where w, θ and si represent the fluctuation of the vertical velocity, the temperature and
the reactant concentration, respectively. Θ0 is a reference state potential temperature,
Si is the horizontal average reactant quantity and π is the modified pressure defined as
[(p−p0)/ρ0]+(2/3)E , where p, p0 and ρ0 are the pressure, a reference pressure and a
reference density respectively, and E is the subgrid-scale turbulent kinetic energy. The10

subgrid stress for momentum and scalar are represented by τ3j and 〈u′′
j s

′′
i 〉 respectively.

The terms on the right-hand side are the mean gradient term (G), the buoyancy (B),
the turbulent transport (T), the pressure term (P), the dissipation (D) and the chemical
or radioactive decay contribution (CH). The description of the flux temporal evolution
is of importance to identify the driven processes involved in the turbulent dispersion of15
222Rn and its progeny.

The radioactive decay terms in the budget equations are

Rws0
= −λ0 ws0, (9)

Rws1
= λ0 ws0 − λ1 ws1, (10)

Rws2
= λ1 ws1 − λ2 ws2, (11)20

Rws3
= λ2 ws2 − λ3 ws3, (12)

Rws4
= λ3 ws3. (13)
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3 Description of the numerical simulations

The capacity of LES to simulate extremely accurately turbulent condition of atmo-
spheric boundary layers has been widely proved over the years through extent compar-
ison with laboratory and field measurements. We use the three-dimensional LES code
described by Cuijpers and Duynkerke (1993), Siebesma and Cuijpers (1995), Cuijpers5

and Holtslag (1998) and Vilà-Guerau de Arellano and Cuijpers (2000).

3.1 Specifications of the simulated boundary layers

Two representative cases are investigated: a fully developed free convective atmo-
spheric boundary layer and a CBL growing overlayed by a reservoir layer resulting
from the collapse of the previous daytime CBL. For both cases, the modeling domains10

represent 6.4 km×6.4 km×1.5 km with a vertical and horizontal resolutions of 25 and
50 meters respectively, leading to 128×128×60 grid-points simulations. Periodic lateral
boundary conditions are assumed. The maximum time-step used in the calculations is
0.5 s.

The simulated atmospheric boundary layers (ABL) are dry, as radon and its daugh-15

ters are unaffected by moisture, convective ABLs driven by buoyancy only (see Table 1
and Fig. 1).

In the steady-state CBL, 222Rn is emitted at the surface with a flux of 0.5 Bqm−2s−1.
All radioactive compounds have a zero initial profile except 222Rn. The latter is the
result of a pre-run of 1 h simulation with the same surface flux, no initial concentration20

and a decay constant set to zero. The simulation is running for 8 h with a pre-run
of 1 h for the dynamics. The statistics and the budget analysis are done on the last
hour of the simulation. The convective velocity scale w∗, the ABL height zi (defined as
the depth where the sensible heat flux is minimum) and the free convection time-scale
t∗≡zi/w∗ are equal to 1.12 ms−1, 800 m and 714.3 s, respectively.25

For the unsteady convective BL, we follow a special procedure to initialize 222Rn
and its daughters profiles in order to ensure consistency regarding the assumption of
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radioactive equilibrium of 222Rn and its progeny. Briefly, the resulting steady-state CBL
of the previous simulation is divided into two regions: a nocturnal boundary layer of
depth zi2 and a reservoir layer. Since the reservoir layer is assumed decoupled from
the surface, no fresh radon is transported to this region during the 8-hours’ night. In the
nocturnal boundary layer, a 222Rn surface flux of 0.5 Bqm−2s−1 is assumed constant5

during the night. In both regions, the 222Rn and its daughters profile concentrations
are analytically calculated as the result of a 8 h period of radioactive activity from the
resulting profiles of the previously simulated steady-state CBL (see the appendix). The
simulation of the unsteady CBL is starting at sunrise and is running for 8 h.

3.2 Reacting turbulent flow classification10

The relative influence of turbulence on the species transformations can be quantified by
the so-called turbulent Damköhler number Dat (Damköhler, 1940), defined as the ratio
between the integral time-scale of turbulent (τt) and the chemical time-scale (τc) that is,
in this context, the decay time-scale of the radionuclide. Using this number, turbulent
reacting flows can be classified into three categories (Schumann, 1989; Molemaker15

and Vilà-Guerau de Arellano, 1998; Krol et al., 2000; Vilà-Guerau de Arellano, 2003).
For reacting flows with Dat�1, the transformation proceeds at a slower rate than the
turbulent mixing. Therefore, mixing is reached prior to the transformations. When
Dat≈O(1), i.e. the time-scale of the transformation is of similar order to the time-scale
of the turbulent mixing, atmospheric turbulence controls the transformations. The be-20

havior of active species can differ from the behavior observed and modeled of inert
scalars. In the case of a decaying scalar, the effect of turbulent mixing will affect the
spatial distribution of the radioactive compounds. For Dat�1, transformations are
much faster than the turbulent mixing meaning that species are transformed in-situ and
are almost not transported. In our simulations, τt=zi/w∗ and τc=λ

−1
j with j=0, 1, 2,25

3. The corresponding Dat are summarized in Table 2. These numbers indicate that
218Po (S1) is strongly influenced by the turbulent mixing of the CBL in both steady and
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unsteady conditions. The other short-lived daughters 214Pb (S2) and 214Bi (S3) refer to
a moderate-slow regime indicating that their distributions are only slightly affected by
the combined effects of decay and mixing.

While studying the relevance of accounting for the chemical contribution to second-
order moments (fluxes and (co-)variances) of reacting scalars, Vinuesa and Vilà-5

Guerau de Arellano (2003) extended the turbulent reacting flow classification by de-
riving other dimensionless numbers, the so-called Damköhler numbers for fluxes and
(co-)variances. These numbers use a chemical time-scale based on the chemical
terms included in second-order moment budget equations. They showed that for flux
and (co-)variance Damköhler numbers ∼ O(1), the contribution of chemical terms to10

second-order moment profiles is significant. The flux Damköhler number can be ex-
pressed as the ratio of the flow time-scale to the time-scale of the chemical contribution
to the flux. For a scalar B involved the chain

A
λA→ B

λB→ C, (14)

the flux Damköhler number reads15

Dawb =

∣∣∣∣Dat,B − Dat,A
w∗sa∗
w∗sb∗

∣∣∣∣ . (15)

By using the w∗si∗ proposed by Cuijpers and Holtslag (1998), i.e. w∗si∗=
1
zi

∫zi
0 wsidz,

and chemical time-scales based on the radioactive decaying terms included in flux
budget equations, we calculate the flux Damköhler numbers and report them in Table 3.
In the steady state CBL, significant effects of the radioactive decay contribution on the20

flux for 218Po (S1) and 214Pb (S2) can be expected whereas 214Bi (S3) flux Damköhler
number only indicates a small contribution of the decaying process. However, under
unsteady conditions only 218Po (S1) flux is affected by the control exerts by turbulence
on the radioactive decay contribution.
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4 Dispersion of 222Rn and its progeny in the steady-state CBL

4.1 Vertical distribution and radioactive decay contribution

Figure 2 shows the vertical profile of 222Rn and its progeny concentrations. The mixed-
layer concentrations are correlated with the half-lives of the compounds; the faster
decaying the daughter is, the smaller is the concentration. Also as indicated by the5

Damköhler number classification, 222Rn concentration only shows a small deviation
from the inert scalar one. All the compounds show overall well-mixed profiles however
since a wide range of radioactive decay frequencies is considered, e.g. from some min-
utes to days, any discrepancy in height can have an important impact on the radioactive
transformations.10

We explicitly calculate the radioactive decay contributions to the concentration bud-
get equations and we show the resulting profiles in Fig. 3. As can be expected for
S0 and since its radioactive decay contribution is proportional to its concentration, the
radioactive decay is acting as a sink with a constant value within the mixed layer. For
radon’s daughters, the radioactive decay terms are composed of a balance between15

production by the decay of their mother and destruction but their own decay. For all
the daughters, the radioactive decay contributions show an unbalance in favor of their
production. Thus, as long as S0 is injected in the steady-state CBL, their concentration
will grow with time and this is the direct evidence of the competition between mixing
and decaying process. However, one can notice that the daughters’ radioactive decay20

contribution are quite different in the vertical and that, apart RS4
and to some extent

RS0
, none of them shows a constant value in the mixed layer.

Since S1 is the first daughter of the family, its production by the decay of S0 is more
important where the 222Rn concentrations are higher, i.e. close to the surface. The
radioactive decay of S1 proceeds at a faster rate than the turbulent mixing meaning25

that freshly created S1 are decaying before being well mixed in the CBL. As a result,
the shape of the profile is quite different from the S0 one showing a fast reduction while
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moving upward. For the daughters with a longer half-life than S1, turbulence is more
efficient to mix freshly created compounds with older ones but still some discrepancy
in height can be noted for S2 and S3. For the latter, one can notice a very interesting
behavior: while all other radioactive contributions are more important close to the sur-
face, the one of S3 shows a maximum contribution at around 0.6 z/zi . The decaying5

term RS3
in the S3 concentration budget equation is composed of a source term and a

sink term. The source term is the production by radioactive decay of S2, i.e. λ2 S2, and
the sink term is its own radioactive decay, i.e. λ3 S3. This latter sink term is equal to
the radioactive decay contribution RS4

. Since S4 radioactive decay contribution shows
a constant profile at lower altitudes, one can assume that S3 is well-mixed at these10

depths. However from the surface to 0.6 z/zi , RS3
increases suggesting an unbalance

between its own radioactive decay and the production by the decay of S2. Since the
radioactive decay of S2 is proportional to S2 concentration, we can conclude that S2
is inefficiently mixed by turbulence and that it has higher concentration at the mid-CBL
than at the surface.15

As noticed previously, the concentration profiles shown in Fig. 2 look overall well-
mixed which can be found discrepant with the inhomogeneous RSi

vertical profiles.
However, a closer look to the concentrations or to the concentration gradients for in-
stance (Fig. 4) reveals inhomogeneous mixing of the daughters. While S1 and S4
decrease with height, S2 and S3 have positive gradients up to the mid-CBL that is in20

agreement with the analysis of the RSi
. S1 production is higher close to the emis-

sion source of S0 and since S1 is transformed at a faster rate than it is transported
(with Dat=2.71), freshly created S1 are decomposed into S2 preferentially at around
mid-CBL. This clearly shows the relevance of accounting for the influence of turbulent
mixing on the dispersion of 222Rn short-lived daughters.25

4.2 Turbulent transport

Within the boundary layer, the profiles of inert scalars have a linear shape (Dear-
dorff, 1979; Wyngaard and Brost, 1984; Wyngaard, 1985) whereas the fluxes of re-
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acting scalars show deviations with from this shape correlated with their Damköhler
numbers (Gao and Wesely, 1994; Sykes et al., 1994; Vinuesa and Vilà-Guerau de
Arellano, 2003). These deviations are due to the action of the chemistry that can act
as a sink or a source term in the flux budget.

The fluxes of S0 and its progeny are shown in Fig. 5. The fluxes of S0 and S4 have a5

linear profile whereas the ones of the other daughters show deviations from the linear
shape. The flux of 222Rn is similar to an inert scalar flux. Thus the chemical term,
that is the radioactive decay in our case, has no impact on the vertical transport of
222Rn as its Damköhler and flux Damköhler numbers suggested with Dat<0.01 and
Daws0

<0.01. S1 has the highest Damköhler number (Dat=2.71) and its flux shows the10

biggest deviation. The other short-lived daughters, i.e. S2 and S3, have similar Dat but
while the deviation of S2 flux is significant, the one of S3 is rather small. Using the ap-
propriate Damköhler number to assess the relevance of radioactive decay contribution
to the flux allows clarifying this discrepancy. The flux Damköhler number for S2 is 0.85
while the one of S3 equals 0.16 suggesting the vertical transport of S2 is the one most15

significantly affected by turbulence.
The most interesting point is that the vertical distribution of the fluxes changes from

one daughter to another. For S0, the maximum flux is found at the surface where it
is emitted. Since all daughters are produced by the radioactive decomposition of S0,
one would expect to find maximum daughter fluxes close to the surface. However and20

as can be clearly noticed in Fig. 5, this is not the case and the maximum flux location
is moving upwards while the rank of the daughter in the 222Rn progeny is increasing.
S1 has its maximum flux at 0.25 z/zi and the others daughters maximum fluxes are
located around 0.9 z/zi . Actually, the maximum flux location reaches a quasi steady
state value betwen 0.90 and 0.95 z/zi for the slowest (in the flux Damköhler number25

sense) daughters, i.e., S3 and S4.
The understanding of the changes of flux profile shape behaviors through 222Rn

progeny requires the determination of which physical processes are responsible for
their fluxes. Therefore, in order to study the relevance of the radioactive decay con-
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tribution to the flux, the terms of the flux budget equation (8) have been calculated
explicitly. For an inert emitted scalar, our results are similar to previous studies (Dear-
dorff, 1974; Moeng and Wyngaard, 1984) and will not be presented here. Briefly, the
budget for inert emitted scalar reveals a balance between the gradient and the buoy-
ancy production terms on the one hand, which are the major flux sources up to the5

middle of the boundary layer, and on the other hand the pressure and dissipation at
smaller scales which tend to destroy the fluxes. The transport contribution is removing
flux from the lower boundary layer upwards with a maximum dissipating effect close to
the surface.

Figure 6 shows the vertical profiles of the different contribution to the fluxes of S010

and S4. Both have a negligible radioactive decay contribution. S0 flux show the typical
decomposition obtained for bottom-up inert scalar (with a maximum flux at the sur-
face) and S4 flux shows the one of a top-down inert scalar (with a maximum flux at
the top of the CBL). For this latter, we found similar results to the work of Cuijpers
and Holtslag (1998) and in particular their case a1. The gradient contribution becomes15

very small in the lower boundary layer where the main production due to buoyancy is
balanced by the pressure correlation and the turbulent transport contributions. Turbu-
lent transport is transporting flux upward with its maximum dissipative contribution is
located around 0.8 z/zi . For S0 and S4, accounting for the radioactive decay contri-
bution to the flux is not relevant as was suggested by their very low flux Damköhler20

numbers (Table 3).
In Fig. 7, the vertical contributions to the flux budget equations of the other daughters

are presented. We found that the radioactive decay term is responsible for a relevant
part of the flux production for S1 and S2 whereas it is almost negligible for S3. This
is again in agreement with the flux Damköhler numbers presented in Table 3. The25

gradient production, i.e., w2 ∂Si
∂z , is the most affected term meaning that the radioactive

decay is responsible for the decrease of the concentration gradient. The gradient term
is reduced to one half of the S0 value and equals the radioactive decay contribution in
the lower boundary layer in the case of S1. In the S2 flux budget, it is actually dissipating
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flux in the same region. Its contribution becomes small but remains negative for S3 and
it reaches a zero contribution for S4 (see Fig. 6 of this paper and Fig. 3c of Cuijpers
and Holtslag, 1998, to compare to a top-down inert scalar). The other term that is
showing differences while comparing flux budget contribution from the daughters is the

turbulent transport contribution, i.e., ∂w2si
∂z . In the case of S1 the turbulent transport is5

extracting more flux from the lowest levels while for S2 and S3 the transport has an
almost constant dissipating contribution for all levels below 0.8 z/zi .

The results shown in Figs. 6 and 7 suggest that the radioactive decay is primarily
acting on the concentration gradients leading to an important reduction of the gradient
contribution to the flux and even a change of the contribution, i.e. to production from10

dissipation, especially for S2. To a less important extent, the turbulent transport is also
affected showing an enhancement of the transfer of flux from the lower levels to the top
of the CBL.

These findings combined with the analysis of the radioactive contributions to the
evolution of the mean concentrations presented in Fig. 3 lead to the conclusion that15

atmospheric turbulence controls the distribution of S1, S2 and S3.

5 Dispersion of 222Rn and its progeny under unsteady conditions

In this section, we extend our analysis to atmospheric boundary layers under unsteady
conditions focusing on a CBL growing within an overlayed reservoir layer. Our study
aims at understanding the exchanges between the reservoir and the mixed layer while20

the boundary layer is deepening (from 187.5 m to 600 m) and so the turbulent timescale
is increasing (from 306.5 s to 605.9 s). In addition, the behavior of decaying or reacting
species in this transient part of the day has never been fully studied before.
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5.1 Vertical distribution

In Fig. 8, we show the time evolution of the concentration of the mother 222Rn (S0) and
the last daughter of the chain 210Pb (S4). The other daughters are not shown since they
have the same overall behavior as S0. No fresh emissions of S0 reach the reservoir
layer since it is almost decoupled from the surface. As a result, S0 (and the other5

daughters except S4) concentration decreases with time. Since S4 is the last daughter
of the chain and is considered as an inert scalar, its concentration increases with time
following the chain decaying process.

As the boundary layer deepens with time, the S0 mixed-layer concentration collapses
despite of fresh emission. This collapse is due to both the dilution of S0 in an increas-10

ing volume and the entrainment of S0 low concentration air from the reservoir layer.
The same behavior is observed for the other daughters (except S4 that shows CBL
concentrations enhancing with time). Their concentrations are the result of antagonist
effects: the production by the decaying chain, the dilution by boundary layer deepening
and the ventilation due to the entrainment of lower concentration air masses from the15

reservoir layer. The production by the radioactive decay contribution is not sufficient to
balance the dilution and the ventilation leading to a decrease of the mixed-layer con-
centrations. However, in the case of S4, one can notice that its concentration increases
in the reservoir layer since it is considered as an inert and thus as the last product of
the decaying chain. This increase limits the ventilation effect due to vertical transport at20

the entrainment layer. In this case, the combined effect of dilution and detrainment do
not balance the production by the radioactive decay and, as a result, S4 concentration
increases with time in the CBL.

5.2 Radioactive decay and turbulent transport contributions

The time evolution of the concentrations is the result of the combined effect of the25

divergence of the fluxes that is the contribution of the turbulent transport, and the ra-
dioactive decay contribution (2). In order to understand which process is responsible
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for the collapse of the 222Rn and its short-lived daughters concentration in unsteady
atmospheric boundary layers, we focus in the following on the vertical profiles of the
radioactive decay contributions (Fig. 9) and fluxes (Fig. 10).

Under unsteady conditions, we found similar vertical profiles of the radioactive decay
contribution to S0 progeny concentrations as we found previously for the fully developed5

CBL. The radioactive decay term acts as a sink for S0 and as a source for its progeny.
Moreover, the same discrepancy in height can be reported. All contributions show
a maximum close to the surface except RS3

and RS4
. While the radioactive decay

contribution to S3 concentration is maximum at the mid-CBL, RS4
shows a well-mixed

profile. Also a fast reduction of the decay contribution to S2 is found while moving10

upward.
However, the discrepancy with height of the radioactive decay contributions is en-

hanced while the boundary layer is deepening. As suggested by their turbulent
Damköhler numbers shown in Table 2, S1, S2 and S3 are affected by the turbulent
structures. Moreover since the Dat are proportional to τt, the Dat increase together15

with the turbulent timescale. When the turnover time of the CBL is increasing, it takes
more time for turbulence to transport and mix the compounds all over the boundary
layer. As a result, the turbulent mixing of radon’s daughters is less efficient and the
discrepancy with height of the radioactive contribution is increasing with time.

Figure 10 shows the time evolution of the vertical fluxes for S0, and S1. The fluxes20

of the other daughters are not shown since they have similar shape as the ones of
S1. Actually for S2 and its daughters, we found the same behavior reported for the
steady-state CBL: linear shapes (as suggested by the flux Damköhler numbers given
in Table 3) with their maximum located close to the top of the boundary layer. Also
suggested by the flux Damköhler numbers, only S1 fluxes show deviation from the inert25

shape and these deviations are decreasing with time as do the flux Damköhler numbers
(from Daws1

=0.62 at the beginning of the simulation to Daws1
=0.38 at the end).

The most remarkable difference with the steady-state case is the behavior of S0. In
the steady-state CBL, S0 flux is a bottom-up flux with a maximum value at the surface
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(Fig. 5) whereas under unsteady conditions, the maximum S0 flux is moving toward
the boundary layer top (Fig. 10a). Actually, the flux shows maximum values when
the boundary layer growth rate is maximum. While the boundary layer is deepen-
ing, low 222Rn concentration air masses are entrained from the reservoir layer. Turbu-
lence transport is balancing the gradient of concentration induced by the entrainment5

of cleaner air by transporting 222Rn towards the upper boundary layer. This upward
flux is more vigorous when the ventilation process is enhanced by the increase of the
boundary layer growth rate. Thus, the driving process responsible for the collapse
of S0 concentration is much more likely the ventilation due to the entrainment of low-
concentration air masses from the reservoir layer.10

5.3 Role of entrainment on 222Rn mixed-layer concentration

We have seen previously that entrainment plays a crucial role on the behavior of 222Rn
and its progeny morning concentrations. The entrainment fluxes (wsi )e account for the
exchange of compounds between the boundary layer and the free troposphere (or here
the reservoir layer) and thus influence the vertical distribution of 222Rn and its daugh-15

ters in the lower part of the troposphere. In the following, we focus on the entrainment

flux to the surface flux ratio of 222Rn, i.e. β0=
−(ws0)e
(ws0)s

where (ws0)e and (ws0)s are the

entrainment and surface flux of S0 respectively, to outline the importance of the entrain-
ment process. Figure 11 shows the time evolution of β (the ratio of entrainment to the
surface flux of potential temperature), β0 and the mixed-layer concentration <S0>.20

The calculation of β gives an almost constant value of β = 0.2 throughout the whole
period of simulation. The β ratio is similar to other results obtained for CBLs simu-
lated by a large-eddy simulation, moreover these studies show values ranging from
0.2 to 0.25 for buoyancy driven atmospheric boundary layers (van Zanten et al., 1999).
The β values indicate that the turbulent eddies entrain warmer air from the free tropo-25

sphere into the ABL. Since the reservoir layer concentrations are lower than the mixed
layer ones, the entrained air is also cleaner (with lower concentrations of 222Rn and its
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progeny).
The β ratios for 222Rn are ranging from β0=−0.5 to β0=−2 and exhibits a maximum

in absolute value at the time of the maximum growth of the boundary layer (at around
t=300 min). The sign of the β0 indicates that, since 222Rn is emitted at the surface,
the surface and the entrainment fluxes are both upward fluxes and so reveals the im-5

portance of the ventilation process at the top of the CBL. As can be clearly seen in
Fig. 11b, the 222Rn mixed-layer concentration <S0> exhibits two distinct periods. The
first one (until 120 min) is characterized by the dominance of the emission from the
surface (with |β0| ≤1) and by the growth of the mixed layer concentration. During the
second period (after 2 h of simulation), the concentration is decreasing despite of the10

constant emission of 222Rn at the surface and the β0 show absolute values greater
than 1. This correlation between the mixed layer concentration and β0 indicates that
the main process responsible for the decrease of <S0> is the mixing with low 222Rn
concentration air originating from the reservoir layer. In other words, the ventilation
induced by the deepening of the boundary layer enhances the entrainment flux leading15

to a decrease of the mixed layer concentration.

6 Summary and conclusions

The capacity of large-eddy simulation to perform accurate simulations of turbulent at-
mospheric boundary layers has been used to provide a complete and comprehensive
analysis of the effect of turbulent transport on the distribution of 222Rn and its progeny.20

Studying how turbulent mixing controls the concentration and the distribution of de-
caying species with a wide range of half-lives allowed us to address the full range of
atmospheric turbulent reacting flow, from slow to fast chemical regimes. Two repre-
sentative cases are investigated: a steady state free convective atmospheric boundary
layer and a CBL growing within a pre-existing reservoir layer.25

Under steady state conditions, this analysis revealed that the concentrations are cor-
related with the half-life of the radioactive compounds and that the short-lived daugh-
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ters’ vertical distribution can be affected by the turbulent structure of the atmospheric
boundary layer. While focusing on the radioactive decay contributions to the concentra-
tions, we found an important discrepancy in height for the short-lived daughters. This
leads to the conclusion that since the radioactive decay considered covers wide range
of frequencies, even small discrepancies in the vertical distribution of the concentra-5

tions can have important impact on the radioactive transformations due to the inefficient
mixing of turbulence. In particular, the radioactive decay contribution to 214Bi exhibits
a maximum far away from the surface where the radioactive decay contributions to the
other daughters concentrations are maximum. This maximum is 5% higher than the
contribution calculated at the surface. We showed that this profile was the result of the10

unability of turbulence to mix efficiently both 218Po and 214Pb in the CBL.
In addition, the fluxes of 222Rn and 210Pb have a linear profile whereas the ones

of the other daughters show deviations from the linear shape. The deviations are
due to the radioactive decaying process that acts as a source term in the flux bud-
get. Using the appropriate Damköhler number, i.e. flux Damköhler number, assessed15

the relevance of radioactive decay contribution to the flux. Also it allowed to classified
accurately the daughters with respect to the effect of turbulent mixing on their vertical
transport, e.g. 214Pb and 214Bi have similar decay frequencies but only 214Pb is signifi-
cantly affected by turbulence. The exact decomposition of the flux budget reveals that
while 222Rn shows the typical bottom-up scalar flux behavior, the last daughter 210Pb20

exhibits the one of a top-down scalar. We also found that 222Rn short-lived daughters,
e.g. 218Po and 214Pb, have relevant radioactive decaying contributions to their fluxes
acting as sources leading to deviations from the linear flux shape as suggested by
their flux Damköhler numbers. This analysis was confirmed by the explicit calculation
of the different contributions to the flux budget equation. We also found that the gradi-25

ent contribution to the flux is the most affected term meaning that the radioactive decay
process is primaly responsible for the relative decrease of the concentration gradient.

The combined budget analysis of the turbulent transport and the radioactive decay
of 222Rn progeny in the steady state CBL clearly showed the relevance of accounting
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for the influence of turbulent mixing on the dispersion of 222Rn and its progeny.
Under unsteady conditions, 222Rn and its progeny concentrations (except 210Pb)

collapse due to the growth of the boundary layer. We found similar behaviors as in
the steady state CBL for the radioactive decay contributions to the concentrations with,
however, an enhancement of the discrepancy in height while the boundary layer is5

deepening. This deepening leads to the increase of the turnover time of the CBL.
Therefore it takes more time for turbulence to transport and mix the compounds all
over the boundary layer. The fluxes are also affected by the deepening of the CBL.
In particular, while 222Rn flux is maximum at the surface in the fully developed CBL, it
is moving upwards under unsteady conditions and reaches a maximum for the fastest10

boundary layer growth. The analysis of the entrainment flux to the surface flux ratio
correlated to the mixed-layer concentration of 222Rn showed that the growth of the
boundary layer is inducing ventilation at the top of the CBL that entrains cleaner air
from the reservoir layer resulting in the collpase of the mixed layer concentration.

The boundary layer concentration of 222Rn is the result of the balance between pro-15

duction by emission at the surface, destruction by radioactive decay, dilution by bound-
ary layer deepening and ventilation due to the entrainment of low-concentration air from
the free troposphere. In the morning while the boundary layer is growing, the main pro-
cess responsible for 222Rn concentration behavior is the ventilation while when the
boundary layer is fully developed, the destruction by radioactive decay becomes the20

preponderant sink for the concentration.
From this comprehensive study, we can conclude that the turbulent properties of the

atmospheric convective boundary layers are relevant for studying the dispersion and
the transport of the 222Rn family. Therefore accurate modeling requires accounting for
the turbulent properties of the ABL. Finally, the turbulent and flux Damköhler numbers25

have shown to be usefull dimensionless numbers to classify the effects of turbulent
mixing on the concentration and the vertical transport of reacting scalars.
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Appendix A

Analytical solution for 222Rn and its pregony concentrations

For the chain of reactions

A
λ1→ B

λ2→ C
λ3→ D

λ4→ E, (A1)5

the chemical system that has to be solved is

dA
dt

= −λ1A, (A2)

dB
dt

= λ1A − λ2B, (A3)

dC
dt

= λ2B − λ3C, (A4)

dD
dt

= λ3C − λ4D, (A5)10

dE
dt

= λ4D. (A6)

For such a system with a0, b0, c0, d0 and e0 as initial concentrations of A, B, C, D
and E respectively, the analytical solutions read

A = a0e
−λ1t, (A7)

15

B = b0e
−λ2t +

a0λ1

(λ2 − λ1)

(
e−λ1t − e−λ2t

)
, (A8)
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C = c0e
−λ3t +

a0λ1λ2

(λ3 − λ1)(λ2 − λ1)

(
e−λ1t − e−λ3t

)
+

λ2

(λ3 − λ2)

(
b0 −

a0λ1

(λ2 − λ1)

)(
e−λ2t − e−λ3t

)
, (A9)

D = d0e
−λ4t +

a0λ1λ2λ3

(λ4 − λ1)(λ3 − λ1)(λ2 − λ1)

(
e−λ1t − e−λ4t

)
5

+
λ2λ3

(λ4 − λ2)(λ3 − λ2)

(
b0 −

a0λ1

(λ2 − λ1)

)(
e−λ2t − e−λ4t

)
+
[
c0 −

a0λ1λ2

(λ3 − λ1)(λ2 − λ1)
−

λ2

(λ3 − λ2)

(
b0 −

a0λ1

(λ2 − λ1)

)]
×

λ3

(λ4 − λ3)

(
e−λ3t − e−λ4t

)
, (A10)

E = e0 + (a0 − A) + (b0 − B) + (c0 − C) + (d0 − D) . (A11)10

These analytical solutions have been used to initialize the vertical profiles of 222Rn
and its progeny in the reservoir layer for the unsteady condition simulation. In the
nocturnal boundary layer (NBL), 222Rn is continuously emitted at the surface and is
assumed to be instantaneously mixed within the NBL of depth zi . In the previous
system, this situation corresponds to the injection of fresh material of A, thus A time15

evolution concentration now read

dA
dt

= −

(
Fzi − Fs

)
zi

− λ1A, (A12)
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where the vertical flux divergence is approximated by the ratio of the net flux, i.e. the
difference between the surface flux Fs and the detrainment flux at the top of the CBL
Fzi , to the boundary layer depth zi . Assuming that Fzi�Fs, the analytical solutions of
the system become

A =
Fs
λ1zi

+ αe−λ1t, (A13)
5

B =
Fs
λ2zi

+ βe−λ2t +
αλ1

(λ2 − λ1)

(
e−λ1t − e−λ2t

)
, (A14)

C =
Fs
λ3zi

+ χe−λ3t +
αλ2λ1

(λ3 − λ1)(λ2 − λ1)

(
e−λ1t − e−λ3t

)
+

λ2

(λ3 − λ2)

(
β −

αλ1

(λ2 − λ1)

)(
e−λ2t − e−λ3t

)
, (A15)

10

D =
Fs
λ4zi

+ δe−λ4t +
αλ3λ2λ1

(λ4 − λ1)(λ3 − λ1)(λ2 − λ1)

(
e−λ1t − e−λ4t

)
+

λ3λ2

(λ4 − λ2)(λ3 − λ2)

[
β −

αλ1

(λ2 − λ1)

](
e−λ2t − e−λ4t

)
+
[
χ −

αλ2λ1

(λ3 − λ1)(λ2 − λ1)
−

λ2

(λ3 − λ2)

(
β −

αλ1

(λ2 − λ1)

)]
×

λ3

(λ4 − λ3)

(
e−λ3t − e−λ4t

)
, (A16)

15
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E = e0 +
Fs
zi

t +
αλ4λ3λ2

(λ4 − λ1)(λ3 − λ1)(λ2 − λ1)

(
e−λ1t − 1

)
+

λ4λ3

(λ4 − λ2)(λ3 − λ2)

(
β −

αλ1

(λ2 − λ1)

)(
e−λ2t − 1

)
+

λ4

(λ4 − λ3)

[
χ −

αλ2λ1

(λ3 − λ1)(λ2 − λ1)
−

λ2

(λ3 − λ2)

(
β −

αλ1

(λ2 − λ1)

)](
e−λ3t − 1

)
−
 λ3λ2

(λ4 − λ2)(λ3 − λ2)

(
β −

αλ1

(λ2 − λ1)

)
+

αλ3λ2λ1

(λ4 − λ1)(λ3 − λ1)(λ2 − λ1)5

+
λ3

(λ4 − λ3)

[
χ −

αλ2λ1

(λ3 − λ1)(λ2 − λ1)
−

λ2

(λ3 − λ2)

(
β −

αλ1

(λ2 − λ1)

)]
+ δ


×
(
e−λ4t − 1

)
, (A17)

where

α = a0 −
Fs
λ1zi

,

β = b0 −
Fs
λ2zi

,
10

χ = c0 −
Fs
λ3zi

,

δ = d0 −
Fs
λ4zi

. (A18)
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Table 1. Initial values and prescribed surface fluxes used for both simulations.

Steady-state CBL Unsteady CBL

(1) (2)
zi 662.5 m 187.5 m
Θm 288 K 286 K

∆Θ 5 K

(wθ)s 0.052 K m s−1

γθ 6 10−3 K m−1
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Table 2. Volume averages of the turbulent Damköhler numbers.

Radioactive compounds Steady-state CBL Unsteady CBL

S0 <0.01 <0.01
S1 2.71 1.21–2.24
S2 0.31 0.14–0.25
S3 0.36 0.16–0.30
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Table 3. Volume averages of the flux turbulent Damköhler numbers.

Radioactive compounds Steady-state CBL Unsteady CBL

S0 <0.01 <0.01
S1 1.08 0.62–0.38
S2 0.85 0.06–0.09
S3 0.16 0.01–0.02
S4 <0.01 <0.01
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the experimental set-ups for the mean potential temper-
ature Θm (1- steady state and 2- unsteady simulations) and the mean Si concentration in the
unsteady CBL simulation (see the text for a definition of the different quantities shown above).
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Fig. 2. Vertical profiles of 222Rn and its progeny concentrations. The legend numbers represent
the rank of the decaying compound in the radioactive decay chain. The diamonds account for
the concentration of an inert scalar emitted at the surface with the same flux as 222Rn.
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Fig. 3. Vertical profiles of the radioactive decay contribution to the concentration budget equa-
tions. The profiles are made dimensionless by using their maximum value. Note that the minus
decay term of the 222Rn concentration budget is plotted to increase readability.
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Fig. 4. Vertical profiles of the dimensionless concentration gradient of 222Rn short-lived daugh-
ters S1, S2, S3 and S4. The profiles are scaled with the daughters’ maximum CBL concentra-
tion and made dimensionless by zi . To increase readability, only the part of the CBL where
discrepant profiles are found is shown.
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Fig. 5. Vertical profiles of the dimensionless fluxes for 222Rn and its daughters. The values are
made dimensionless by w∗si∗ as proposed by Cuijpers and Holtslag (1998).
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Vertical profiles of the different contributions flux budget equations of (a) 222Rn (S0) and
(b) 210Pb (S4). The profiles are made dimensionless using w2

∗ si∗z
−1
i .
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7. Vertical profiles of the contributions to the flux budget equations of (a) 218Po (S1), (b)
214Pb (S2) and (c) 214Bi (S3). The profiles are made dimensionless using w2

∗ si∗z
−1
i .
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Vertical profiles of (a) 222Rn (S0) and (b) 210Pb (S4) concentrations. The top of the CBL
is overplotted with a white solid line and the entrainment layer is located between the dashed
white lines. The steppy aspect of these latter quantities is due to averaging procedures, e.g. the
CBL depth and the entrainment layer locations are determined from the 5 min slab averaged
sensible heat flux. The concentrations are plotted against time in minutes (lower x-axis) and in
t∗ (upper x-axis) where t∗=zi/w∗.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 9. Vertical profiles of the radioactive decay contributions to 222Rn progeny concentrations.
Subfigures (a), (b), (c) and (d) are showing RS1

, RS2
, RS3

and RS4
, respectively. The top of

the CBL is overplotted with a white solid line and the entrainment layer is located between the
dashed white lines. As in Fig. 8, the steppy aspect of these latter quantities is due to the time
averaging procedure. The location of the RS3

maximum is also shown with a solid black line.
The contributions have been made dimensionless using their maximum values. The profiles
are plotted against time in minutes (lower x-axis) and in t∗ (upper x-axis) where t∗=zi/w∗.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. Vertical profiles (a) 222Rn (S0) and (b) 218Po (S1) instantaneous fluxes. The fluxes are
made dimensionless using their maximum values. The top of the CBL is overplotted with a white
solid line and the entrainment layer is located between the dashed white lines. As in Figs. 8
and 9, the steppy aspect of these latter quantities is due to the time averaging procedure. The
fluxes have been made dimensionless using their maximum values. The profiles are plotted
against time in minutes (lower x-axis) and in t∗ (upper x-axis) where t∗=zi/w∗.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. Time evolution of (a) the ratios of the entrainment flux to the surface flux for potential
temperature (crosses) and 222Rn (diamonds), and (b) 222Rn mixed-layer concentration <S0>.
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